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Creating
“New”Coaches
The Active Air Suspension can give motorhome owners an improved RVing experience with a more comfortable and 
enjoyable ride on new and old motorhomes alike. The four-point electronically controlled suspension system provides ride 
comfort by rapidly adjusting the suspension system toward proper height. It senses and offsets lean for a more relaxing ride,
whether on windy roads or winding paths. This technology not only allows RVers to take the scenic, curvy route, but it can
also make older coaches drive like new…or better than new! At least that was the experience of Jim and Tori Kelso.

Jim and Tori Kelso
Surprise, Arizona

To read other actual experiences
from Active Air users, go to
HWH.com and log onto the 
Party Line online forum.
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“Active Air saved us thousands of dollars! While we were very
happy with our 1995 motor coach, there were a few things that
were showing their age. After test driving a few newer coaches, 
we knew our coach’s ride and handling were not quite up to par.
Additionally, the exterior was showing its weathering (storing it in the
Arizona sun sure didn’t help). Pricing was discussed with the many
variables and we were ready to go for it until we saw an Active Air
ad and decided there might be another way to go.

With that in mind, we repainted the coach with newer graphics and
drove to HWH in Iowa to have Active Air installed. We figured that
since our coach looks like new, why not have it drive like new?

The ride home to Phoenix was on two lane highways most of the
way, encountering many, many oncoming trucks (and passing ones
as well) along with very strong side winds. Prior to the Active Air

installation, the ride was very tiring, requiring constant two-handed
steering with continuous correction. With Active Air, driving was 
simply a pleasure – even better than we had expected, even better
than the new coaches we’d test driven! In fact our normal driving
speeds increased slightly because of this superior stabilization.

Buying livability and comfort are some of the reasons we own our
motorhome. Active Air should definitely be considered by anyone
truly wanting to make a noticeable upgrade to their coach!

Thanks to HWH, we’re looking forward to many more years of use
out of our “new” 1995 motor coach!

– Jim and Tori Kelso ”
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